EPSRC CENTRE FOR DOCTORAL TRAINING
In Autonomous Intelligent Systems & Machines and Cyber Security

Taster Day
Saturday 23rd January 2016

PROGRAMME
10.00 a.m. – 3.00 p.m.

10.00 – 10.15 Registration and Coffee

10.15 – 10.45 Welcome and Introduction by CDT Directors

10.45 – 11.30 Talks by students

- Talk by CDT in Cyber
- Talk by CDT in AIMS
- Talk by CDT in Cyber
- Talk by CDT in AIMS

11.30 – 11.45 Break

11.45 – 12.30 Talks by students

- Talk by CDT in Cyber
- Talk by CDT in AIMS
- Talk by CDT in Cyber
- Talk by CDT in AIMS

12.30 – 1.30 Lunch and informal chat with students

1.30 – 3.00 Hands-on-activities/Demonstrations/mini-hackathon